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Abstract 

Manual sorting/grading of oranges is done at wholesale markets/ food processing factories based upon its maturity, size, quality 
and breeds. With an aim to replace the manual sorting system, this paper proposes the research work for automated grading of 
Oranges using pattern recognition techniques applied on a single color image of the fruit. This research is carried out on 160 
Orange fruits collected from varied geographical locations in Vidarbha Region of Maharashtra. System designed can 
automatically classify an Orange fruit from this region, given its single color image of 640 × 480 pixel resolution, taken inside a 
special box designed with 430 lux intensity light inside it, by a digital camera. Only 4 features are used to classify oranges into 4 
different classes according to the maturity level and 3 different classes as per size of oranges. In this paper two novel techniques 
based on Pattern Recognition are proposed – Edited Multi Seed Nearest Neighbor Technique and Linear Regression based 
technique; although Nearest Neighbor Prototype technique is also deployed. Linear Regression based technique can explicitly 
predict the maturity of the unknown orange fruit, enabling classification into multiple classes with desired lifespan. Experimental 
results indicate success rate up to 90 % and 98 %. 
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1. Introduction 

At present, most farms & food industries use manual experts for sorting of the fruits which is time consuming, 
laborious, and suffers from the problem of inconsistency and inaccuracy in judgment by different human experts1. 
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“Vidarbha” region in Maharashtra is well known for the production of citrus fruits; especially oranges. Maharashtra 
owns 2nd rank in the country for production of Sweet Limes17. Yet, no any automated sorting, packaging and 
processing machines are developed for Indian Breeds of Citrus Family. National Research Center for Citrus (NRCC)  
have developed a mechanical sorting machine which sorts’ Oranges mechanically size wise, but it doesn’t sort fruits 
quality/grade wise22. Some research work is carried out for automated classification of verities of mangoes, 
tomatoes, cranberries & dates1, 14, 11, 15; but no remarkable research work is carried out for Citrus fruits classification 
especially Indian varieties.   

 
Color and size are the most important features for accurate classification and sorting of citrus2. The maturity of 

the fruit can be predicted by its color; and based upon the maturity level / life span market for the fruit can be 
decided9.  This research is carried out with an aim to design a pattern recognition based automated Orange sorting 
software. System designed can automatically classify an Orange fruit based on its maturity, given its single color 
image of 640 × 480 pixel resolution taken inside a special box designed. Only 4 features are used to classify oranges 
into four different classes according to maturity level and it can also predict the size of the fruit. In this research two 
novel techniques based on Pattern Recognition are proposed – Edited Multi Seed Nearest Neighbor Technique and 
Linear Regression based technique; although Nearest Neighbor Prototype technique is also deployed. Linear 
Regression based technique can explicitly predict the maturity of the unknown orange fruit, enabling classification 
into multiple classes with desired lifespan. The software developed can further be embedded in an automated 
machine, like the one designed for the grading of mangoes1. 

 

1.1. Pattern Recognition System 

The design model of a pattern recognition system essentially involves the following three steps15, 7. 
 

1) Data acquisition and preprocessing: Here the data from the surrounding environment is taken as an input and 
given to the pattern recognition system. The raw data is then preprocessed by either removing noise from the data or 
extracting pattern of interest from the background so as to make the input readable by the system.  

2) Feature extraction: Then the relevant features from the processed data are extracted. These relevant features 
collectively form entity of object to be recognized or classified.  

3) Decision making: Here the desired operation of classification or recognition is done upon the descriptor of 
extracted features. 

 

2. Methods and Materials 

2.1. Data Acquisition 
 

Colour Image of orange fruit is the input to the system designed. It is found that the images of a same object vary 
with Source of light, Intensity of light, background, distance from Camera, and Camera settings etc19. To maintain 
the consistency in all the fruit samples, an imaging chamber is designed as shown in fig. 1(a). A white colour 
cylindrical plastic box is used as imaging chamber. Base of the box is coated with white paper, to reduce reflections 
from the base. The inner surface of the box is coated with light reflexive material. LEDs mounted on the top are 
used as source of light inside the imaging box; which is then covered with diffusion Sheet. UPS power supply is 
used to avoid voltage fluctuations resulting in constant light intensity inside the box; which measured 430 Lux using 
digital Lux meter. Light intensity used follows Hunter Labs standard of diffused day light20. Camera used is DSC 
2000 Sony Camera in VGA mode (640  480), with light setting in auto mode, flash off & imaging angle is 0º. 
Distance of a fruit from the camera is 18 cms for all the images taken. 
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2.2. Sample Collection  

This research is carried upon 160 Orange fruit samples which were collected from Kalamana Market & farms of 
Bhandara district, under guidance of ‘Krishi Utpann Bazar Samiti, Kalmana’, Nagpur. These samples are collected 
in 4 slots with a time difference of 1month for each slot. ‘Mrig Baar’ (production in April-June) and ‘Amiya baar’ 
(Production in November –December) fruits are collected in order to get all the variety of Oranges. 

Oranges selected are from various geographical regions; Amravati, Nagpur, Katol and Bhandara. Different set of 
samples are used for Training & Testing. Training Sample space consists of 80 ‘amiya baar’ samples, and Test 
sample space is of 80 samples collected in ‘Mrig baar’ and ‘Amiya Baar’ both.  Samples chosen are classified into 
four classes/grades by two human experts (Horticulture specialists) as per the maturity. The classes are ‘Not Ripe’, 
‘Semi Ripe’, ‘Ripe’, and ‘Over Ripe’; almost equal number of samples fell into each manual class mentioned above. 

‘Not Ripe’ class includes Orange fruit samples which will never ripe, which has a sour taste and sugar content is 
very low; these are not preferred in culinary uses. ‘Semi Ripe’ class contains Oranges which are half ripened; life 
span of these can be up to one month. ‘Ripe’ class stands for absolutely ripe Oranges mostly used for culinary 
purposes with life span of at most 5 days. ‘Over Ripe’ indicates Oranges with life span of hardly a day after which 
its’ tangy- sweet test gets distorted. First step of pattern recognition is data acquisition; this is achieved by taking 
color photograph of each fruit sample, taken in the imaging box designed in the said controlled environment. 

 
 
 

 
(a) Imaging Chamber    (b) Back ground Removal 

 
Fig. 1. (a) Imaging Chamber; (b) Back ground Removal. 

 

2.3. Preprocessing & Background Removal 

As the images are taken in controlled environment & fix background, no blur/ haze is found; hence any pre-
processing is not needed. The background chosen is white for proper reflection of the object color; still due to the 
color reflection from Orange, slight variation in the background color is observed.  Value Threshold Algorithm is 
used to segment the object and remove the background as shown in fig. 1(b). Threshold cut off value is decided by 
taking mean of the four pixels values near four corners in the image, coding is done using MATLAB 10(b). This 
segmented image of fruit object extracted is scanned and only four key features are extracted. These features are 
Tot_pixel, Ravg, Gavg and Bavg, 

 
Tot_pixel =  pixel in Obj.       - - > This is total number of pixels in the segmented sample fruit. 
Ravg = pixel [R]/Tot_pixel    - - > Arithmetic mean of Red color in the fruit. 
Gavg = pixel [G]/Tot_pixel    - - > Arithmetic mean of Green color in the fruit. 
Bavg – pixel [B]/Tot_pixel     - - > Arithmetic mean of Blue color in the fruit.
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2.4. Pattern Recognition Techniques Used For Classification  

Following pattern recognition techniques are deployed on training data set using four key features for classification 
of Oranges; and outcomes of this are embedded in the software designed. 

 
1) Nearest  Neighbour Prototype-   
This is similar to the single nearest neighbor technique, except that only one typical sample from each class is 

used for the reference set of possible neighbors16. This class prototype (reference point) can be chosen as typical or 
ideal cases or as the average feature vector of all the members of the class. In this research the reference point for 
each class is chosen as average feature vector of all the training samples in that class. For ex. reference seed point 
for Ripe class is (Rripe, Gripe, Bripe) where 

 
Rripe =  Ravg / No_samples     
Gripe =  Gavg / No_samples   ( Arithmetic Mean ) 
Bripe =  Bavg / No_samples   

 
Hence we get four reference vectors for ‘Not Ripe’, ‘Semi Ripe’, ‘Ripe’, and ‘Over Ripe’ classes. The test 

sample is classified as belonging to the class of the closest prototype. Any distance metric and feature scaling 
techniques can be used for calculation of distances of an unknown sample from the classes designed16, 15. City Block 
distance metric found to be most suitable to calculate the nearest neighbor as compared to Euclidean metric, as it 
needs lesser computational time. 

2) Edited Multi-Seed Nearest Neighbour Technique 
The classes chosen are broad, hence the cluster of each class is big and scattered; also objects near the decision 

boundary are miss- classified at times. A new technique is invented, by blending three different techniques 1) K-
nearest Neighbor, 2) Edited Nearest Neighbor, and 3) K-means. Multiple seed points / feature vectors for each class 
are evaluated based upon the breeds/ variety of Oranges. For each class it was observed that, the training samples 
inside that class are clustered towards two different points; these are selected as two seed points for this class. 
Applying this we get two seed point vectors for each class, hence in all 8 seed points. K-Means algorithm is used for 
evaluation of these two seed points for each class. Using City Block distance metric, distances of the unknown 
sample from all four different classes are evaluated. The distance of an unknown sample from a class is sum of its 
distance from both seed points of that class. The unknown sample is classified into the class which is nearest to the 
sample.  

 
3) Linear Regression  
Predicting the maturity /ripeness measure of the fruit is not achieved in earlier two techniques used as the classes 

are broad.  Linear Regression technique used can not only classify an unknown orange fruit sample but can also 
predict the maturity level of it. Linear equations can be written using 3 features Ravg, Bavg, Gavg and maturity / 
ripeness measure as below.  

 
                         Ravg * X   +  Gavg * Y + Bavg  * Z  =  Ripeness_measure                                                       (1) 
 
In this equation X, Y and Z are the coefficients for Red, Green and Blue color value respectively in a fruit. 

Ripeness_measure is the % of maturity of that fruit. The Ripeness measure for each fruit is decided by two human 
experts. Various equations are solved and values of X, Y, Z are evaluated. Any unknown Orange fruit sample’s 
maturity can be predicted by solving equation (1). Fuzzy rule set is designed to classify the Oranges according to the 
maturity level, into the four different classes. 

2.5. Prediction about the Size 

‘Tot_pixel’ feature is used to predict the size of the Orange into ‘Small’, ‘Medium’ or ‘Large’ classes. ‘Small’ 
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class Orange is less than 5cm in diameter; ‘Medium’ class’s diameter is in between 5 cm to 6.5 cm and ‘Large’ 
indicates oranges with diameter above 6.5cm which is preferred for exports. Training set orange fruits’ mean 
diameter is measured using Vernier caliber and then correlation between size and ‘Tot_pixel’ is established, as 
‘Tot_pixel’ indicates area of the fruit. Fuzzy Logic is used for prediction of the size. Combining 3 classes of size and 
4 classes of maturity level, total 12 classes can be defined; hence we can predict oranges into 12 classes. 

 

3. Results & Discussions 

Because of blending Background Removal and Feature Extraction algorithms together, only one scan of the 
whole image is needed, optimizing the computational time required. VGA images are with least resolution (640  
480) hence processing time required is very less. More over unlike the other researcher works original color image 
is directly processed over three matrices for Red, Green and Blue color, resulted in reducing number of iterations 
with simplified code. Features extracted proved to be relevant to predict the ripeness measure and Grade/class of the 
fruit, along with the size of the fruit. Test sample set of 80 oranges, is used for testing the software signed; the 
success rate of each classification technique used can be seen in Table 1. Linear Regression can further classify the 
fruits as per the maturity/ ripeness measure into many classes. 

 
Table.1 Successes of Techniques Used  

 
Pattern recognition 
Technique 

Nearest 
Prototype Edited multi-Seed Nearest Neighbor Linear 

Regression 
Success % 92.93 % 89.90 % 97.98 % 

 
The statistical analysis of the training data set is shown in Table. 2. It is observed that the standard deviation of 

Blue colour is very less, also its range is in between 29 to 48 for all samples; indicating Blue color is least 
significant for prediction and hence can be ignored. The standard deviation of Red and Green color, for some classes 
is above 10 indicates future scope of sub class creation. 

 
Table. 2 Statistical Analyses of Oranges. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
As it can be observed from the plot below in Fig. 2, difference in Red and Green is very less for ‘Semi Ripe’ 

class. But over with increasing ripeness, the value of Red goes on increasing and slow growth in Green color is also 
seen. Except a few exception cases the difference between Red and Green is high in Ripe, Over Ripe classes. Blue 

Class & no of samples   Red Green Blue 

Not Ripe ( 20 samples) 
Mean 64.21 76.57 41.64 
Standard Deviation 12.99 13.70 5.51 
Min , Max 39, 83 51, 97 33, 48 

Semi Ripe ( 20 samples) 
Mean 85.66 88.33 39.00 
Standard Deviation 10.51 7.88 3.81 
Min , Max 67,96 77, 99 32, 47 

Ripe ( 20 samples) 
Mean 120.26 94.80 34.66 
Standard Deviation 13.46 4.81 1.71 
Min, max 89, 141 83,102 32, 38 

Over Ripe ( 20 samples) 
Mean 128.93 88.60 33.53 
Standard Deviation 9.75 7.21 3.77 
Min, max 104, 145 77, 99 29, 44 
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